
The Dream Fulfilled

Genesis 45:1-15*; Psalm 133; Romans 11:1-2a, 29-32; Matthew 15: (10-20), 21-28

If you weren’t with us last week, we are revisiting a number of the Biblical stories that many of

us remember from our childhood. The Revised Common Lectionary follows some of those stories

from the Hebrew Scriptures over the next month and we began last week with the story of Joseph

being sold off as a slave to traders who took him to Egypt. His brothers inform their father that

Joseph was killed by a wild animal and we pick up the story today with Joseph’s brothers having to

travel to Egypt for food not knowing that their estranged brother is now in charge of the distribution of

food to Egypt and many surrounding countries.

 Joseph’s story is long and convoluted and stretches over 12 chapters in Genesis. Surprisingly

(or not), it ends exactly where Joseph predicted it would (if you remember his dream from last week),

with his brothers kneeling before him. Surprisingly (or not), it was not how Joseph’s brothers

imagined it would be. They are not bowing before Joseph because Joseph has amassed more power

and glory. Of course, Joseph has amassed power and glory, but he is not lording it over them.

Rather, they are kneeling because Joseph is saving their lives. Joseph’s power was not about himself

but about the salvation of the whole family.

To understand the shock value of this story, we need to bridge all that the lectionary leaves

out. As I said earlier, Joseph’s story begins with this dream, in which his brothers bow before him, the

second youngest of the sons. Naturally, the dream angers his brothers. When we first hear about this

dream, they mock him openly. Rather than risk his dreams coming true, they come up with a plan to

kill him. Following an act of mercy by one of his brothers, they instead decide to humiliate Joseph,

throw him in a pit, and then sell him into slavery. It seems like a strange turn for this story—rather

than kneeling to him, his brothers, the killers of the dream, have ensured that he will be a slave.
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Joseph’s story has a number of strange twists and turns. He winds up working for a man

named Potiphar, whose wife frames Joseph for attempting adultery because he would not “lie with

her”. For the next two years, Joseph is in prison, where he passes his time interpreting dreams.

Eventually, this gift of interpreting dreams pays off. One of Pharaoh’s servants remembers a

young Hebrew who was able to interpret a dream that he had and tells Pharaoh who calls on Joseph

to interpret his own dreams, a dream that leads to the safety and well-being of all of Egypt. At the end

of the story, Joseph’s brothers seek his help, not knowing that it was Joseph all along. It was their

bowing down before him that saved them and reunited their family. Joseph’s dream, as we reflected

last week - God’s dream, came true, though it took a long time, and his dreams really didn’t mean

what he and his brothers thought it might.

I have always loved this story. As one of the younger children in a family of seven, I love the

loftiness it places upon the younger sibling. As a child, I would often taunt my older (and more

athletic) older brothers with it after Sunday school. As I shared last week, when they inevitably beat

me up, I took solace in the fact that Joseph too was beat up. Ours being a somewhat calmer sibling

rivalry, my brothers never tried to sell me into slavery. (Although I did get suckered sometimes into

doing their chores!)

I also love this story because it is filled with poetic justice. Each seemingly tragic step in this

story leads to an ultimately beautiful ending. In the end, we lose the jealousy and bitterness that

divided a family, and find that all of the lies, thoughts of murder, and pain have instead led to

reconciliation and salvation. Who could ever have predicted that?

When pressed to think about all of the convoluted steps that this story contains on its way to a

beautiful ending, I think our first inclination is to say, “See, God does have a plan for everything!” or

“Of course! Everything happens for a reason.” If ever there was a story to outline the reasons behind
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pain and tragedy, this story is it. How else do you explain that the brothers’ jealousy could work for

good, or that ending up in prison leads to working for Pharaoh?

If it’s true that God outlined every step of this outlandish tale, then maybe our own misfortunes

aren’t so bad. Didn’t get the promotion that we want? It’s okay —everything happens for a reason.

Did your marriage fail? It’s quite alright—God has a plan for you. After all, look at Joseph: He was

framed for adultery, and it led to him saving his whole family!

Yet, there is also something deeply unsatisfying about that type of answer. If it is true that God

has a plan for everything and everything happens for a reason, then do Joseph’s brothers get a free

pass for selling him into slavery? Does God really look back over history and say, “Well, the ends

justified the means,” when those ends involved murderous brothers convincing their father his son

was dead? If the ends justify the means, are Joseph’s brothers the unsung heroes of this story? After

all, if they hadn’t sold him into slavery, Joseph would never have been in a position of power.

Sometimes, when I look back over my own life, I have these questions. If I hadn’t been bullied

here, or been miserable in that one job there, would my life have turned out the same way? What if

all of that really did happen for a reason? And then, I shake my head to clear my mind of such

thoughts.

The book of Genesis is not a story about how God set a plan in motion and saw it through,

despite the painful character development of everyone involved. Nowhere in the book does God say,

“Alright, grit your teeth and bear it. Don’t worry! I have a plan!”

The book starts out with God’s original plan, wherein humanity walks side-by-side with God in

the Garden of Eden. God didn’t force us out for something better—we let our own choices corrupt us.

The story of Genesis is a story about how God takes those sinful actions and redeems the situation

in spite of them. We can’t be in the Garden of Eden? Okay, God says, I’ll give you clothes, a way to
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grow your own food, and remind you of your mandate to populate the earth. I’ll work this out in the

end. I have a dream.

To say that everything happens for a reason is to rob humanity of its freewill, and to paint God

as some monstrous, overly utilitarian deity. If anything, Scripture certainly proves that God is not

utilitarian. To say that everything happens for a reason or that everything happens to God’s plan is to

excuse our own actions. After all, if God predetermined our sin to bring about our salvation, is it really

sin?

Instead of saying that everything happens for a reason, we might instead say that God

redeems everything in spite of us. Had the brothers not sold Joseph into slavery, they might have

seen that their kneeling before Joseph was not as egregious as it seemed at first, that Joseph was

not out to usurp the family at all, even if he was acting a little bit cocky.

Instead, they exercised their freewill in an attempt to prevent Joseph’s dream from ever

happening. And this, I think, is when we see the beautiful sovereignty of God come into play. God

can take even the jealousy and deceit of the brothers, even the lies of Potiphar’s wife, and find a way

to redeem them, so that God’s ultimate dream—salvation and reconciliation—is achieved.

It does not diminish the sovereignty of God to say that things don’t always happen for a

reason. Rather, Joseph proves to us how persistent and powerful God really is. Our failings cannot

upend God’s real plan to bring us all back into relationship with God’s own self. The sins of the

brothers cannot stop the radical display of mercy that God pours out on the family. In fact, whenever

sin tries to intervene, all it succeeds in doing is amplifying how mighty God really is. God’s dream will

be fulfilled. Thanks be to God. Amen.
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